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Hi Friend, 

I’m Barbara Murphy-Shannon and I’m so happy that you signed up for my Pricing Do’s
and Don’ts Success Guide for Women Entrepreneurs. 

Congrats! to you for having the courage to take this first major step towards getting
paid what you are worth. 

If you’re new to my world, you’ll need to know that  I absolutely love helping
entrepreneurs that are ready for success in their business.

If you struggle with how much to charge and how to confidently talk about your fees,
you are not alone. 

That’s why I created this checklist. To clear out feelings of unworthiness, plus give
you practical tools so you can charge what you’re worth and discuss your fees like a
pro.

Ready to get started? Let’s go. 

Find your favorite spot, grab your beverage of choice, and let’s get going!
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Pricing Do's & Don'ts

DO… Always say “invest or investment”.

DON’T…Use words like “price, cost, buy or
discount.”

Do... Always use a trial close "how does this
sound so far?" or "Is this what you were
looking for in a coaching program?"

DON’T… Discuss the investment until
you’re sure they are a fit.

DO… Remember that your clients aren’t
investing in you, they are investing in
themselves through you. 

DON’T… Base your pricing on time.
Clients are investing in results, attention
and accountability to move forward.
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Pricing Do's & Don'ts

DO… Have your client sign a simple agreement

DO… Get clear about the type of person
you want in your program and definitely listen
to your intuition about who is (and who is not)
a fit.

DO… Consider offering a payment plan as
one of your payment options

DON’T… Decide what someone can or
cannot afford. You have no idea how
powerfully someone can step up when it’s
for something they really want.

DO… Always put a time limit on when the
package must be completed

DON’T… Allow a client to renegotiate
your pricing. How you handle payment
sets the tone for your credibility
throughout the program.
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Pricing Do's & Don'ts

DO… Adopt the mindset of holding your
clients as powerful, no matter what, even if
they want to drop out of a program
or delay their payments (you’ll be surprised
how often this mindset will help
you coach your client to make a new,
empowered decision).

DON’T… Undercharge, as it devalues your
credibility and reputation. People respect
what they pay more for.

And one final DO… Expect your clients
to get into action QUICKLY once they invest
in your program. It’s often just the kick-in-
the-pants they need and now they are
super motivated!
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Barbara Murphy-Shannon is a professional mindset coach for
women entrepreneurs who partners with you by working with the
whole person, through a mix of psychology, tools to transform your
mindset, proven practical and actionable strategies as well as
supportive guidance. She has her master’s in psychology with a life
coaching emphasis from Grand Canyon University.
 
"The money mindset makeover program is so helpful when you're
feeling insecure about your self-worth. It's a great reset to get back to
understanding what you do and how your money mindset can affect
that. I came to Barbara feeling stressed and afraid about money. The
mantra and guidance she provided real helped me gain confidence
and a new positive money mindset. It was so helpful. I highly
recommend working with Barbara. " 

– Danielle L. Nutritionist

Meet Barbara

“Selected portions of these materials have been legally licensed from the copyright owner, Heart of Success, Inc. Copyright
2019 Heart of Success, Inc.” 

Want more tips or coaching, reach out to
Barbara@barbaramurphyshannon.com


